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INTRODUCTION 
The representation theory of the classical Weyl groups was constructed by 
A. Young, H. Weyl, W. Specht, and others, which is related with the 
partition symbols beautifully. In this paper we shall study the decomposition 
rule of the restricted representations of the Weyl group of type D, into its 
subgroup H, called the folding subgroup of type B, _, . H is a Weyl group of 
type B, ~, and is naturally embedded in the Weyl group of type D, . 
1. PRELIMINARY 
1.1. 
DEFINITION. The Weyl group of type B, is a group generated by 
S = (s,, s2 ,..., s,- 1, t} with relations 
sf = t2 = 1 for i = 1, 2,..., n - 1 
(SiSi+ J3 = I for i = 1, 2,..., n - 2 
(SiSj)2 = 1 for i<j,j#i+ 1 
(s,t)’ = 1 for i = 1, 2,..., Iz - 2 
(s,-,Q4 = 1. 
The Weyl group of type D, is a group generated by S, = (s,, sz,..., 
S n-23 a, b} with relations 
sf = a2 = b2 = 1 for i= 1,2,...,n-2 
(SiSi+,)3 = 1 for i = 1, 2,..., n - 3 
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(sisj)2 = 1 for icj,j#i+ 1 
(s,a)’ = (Sib)2 = (ab)2 = 1 for ifn-2 
(s,-2u)3 =(S,-2b)3 = 1. 
We denote the Weyl group B, and D, by 8, and a,, respectively. 
Remark. We can consider a,, as a subgroup of B,, regarding that 
a =s,-’ and b = ts,_,t. 
For all positive integers m < n, B3, has a subgroup Bm,n-m generated 
by (s,, s2 ,..., s,+,, smfl ,..., sn-,, t, t’) where t’ = (s,sz ... sneZsn-,) 
t(s,-IS,-* ..a s2s,). It is isomorphic to B, X B,-,. 
The subgroup of Bn generated by (s, , s2,..., s,,- ,} is isomorphic to G,, the 
symmetric group of degree n. 
1.2. Let us recall the construction of irreducible representations of 
8,, and a,,. 
DEFINITION. P(n) := {n=(n’,~‘,...,~“)I~‘~ii*~...~~“~O,I~~=n} 
is the set of partitions of 12, where 1,I = x1. , /I’. We define P(0) := (4). 
BP(n) := ((I, ,u) 1 k and ,D are partitions such that /A 1 + 1~ 1 = n). 
It is well known that the isomorphic classes of irreducible representations 
of 6, are in one-to-one correspondence with the partitions of PI (cf. [ 11). 
Similarly, those of B3, are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of 
BP(n) as follows. 
Let on be the representation of G, corresponding to the partition A, and V,t 
be its representation space. Using the subgroup 6, of 8, defined in 1.1, we 
shall define representations ~(1, 4) and ~(4, A) as below. 
t1 1 PC’, #Itsi) = PACsi) for i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
PC4 Q)(t) = hi (identity transformation of VA). 
C2) PC43 k)(si) = PACsi) for i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
PM A)(t) = -1v.t. 
These representations are clearly well defined. Then we define a represen- 
tation p(A,,u) for an element (n,,~) of BP(n) as the induced representation of 
~(44) ~PMPU from BjlAl,lrrl to 8,. 
Then we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM (cf. [3]). (p(A,p)l (A, ,u) E BP(n)} is a complete representative 
system of the irreducible representations of 8,. 
As an abbreviation we shall simply write (A, p) for p(A, ,D). 
Since 3, is a subgroup of 9, of index 2 and it is the kernel of the 
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representation (4, (n)) indeed, we shall construct its irreducible represen- 
tations using the restricted representations of those of Bn. 
DEFINITION. Let (A,,u) be an irreducible representation of B,,. Then we 
define a representation [n,~] of 3, by 
bPl= (~&)la, (restricted representation). 
PROPOSITION (cf. IS]). (1) [A,,u] is irreducible if and only if A # ,u. 
(2) [A, A] is decomposed into two irreducible constituents (A), and 
(A>- * 
(3) [A,,u] = [A’,n’] if and only if 1 =A’ and ,tt =,a’, or d =n’ and 
,u = A’. 
(4) {[ii,~]]In>~}u{(~)+,(n)_IInI=n/2} is a complete represen- 
tative sytem of the irreducible representations of a,; here > is the Bruhat 
order. 
2. 
2.1. Let W be a Weyl group of type D, generated by S = (sr , s2 ,..., 
S n- r, a, b} as in 1.1. We shall consider its subgroup H generated by 
{s1, s2,..., Sn-2, ab 1. Z-I is a Weyl group of type B, _, naturally and called the 
folding subgroup of type B,-, in %a. 
Our theorem is concerned with the relation of the representations of W 
and H. 
DEFINITION. Let I and ,D be partitions. We define a relation D so that 
A D ,B if and only if there exists an i such that II’ = pi + 1 and Aj = ,u’ for all 
other j. A a 111 means ,U D A. 
Our theorem is the following. 
THEOREM. Let [A,n] be a representation of W. Then its restricted 
representation of H is decomposed into the irreducible constituents as shown 
below. 
COROLLARY. Let (A), be an irreducible representation of W. Then, 
Corollary follows the theorem immediately since (A) + lH = (A) _ lH. 
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Proof of the theorem. Let W, be a Weyl group of type B, generated by 
s, = {s1, sz,.... s,-1, t) asin l.l.Regardingthata=s,-,andb=s,-,ts,_,, 
we consider W and H as subgroups of W,,. Let W, be the subgroup of W, 
generated by S, = {s,, s2 ,..., sne2, t’} where t’ = y-‘ty and y = s,-, . 
S n-3 ‘.. s, . W, is a Weyl group of type B, _, . Let T be the cyclic group of 
order 2 generated by t and W, be the direct product of W, and T in W, 
(which is a subgroup isomorphic to 93+,,,). Then H is a subgroup of W,. 
To distinguish the representations of W, from those of H, these groups are 
both Weyl groups of type B, ~, , we shall denote (A,p), and (A,,u), for the 
representation of W, and H, respectively, which are equivalent to (n,~) as a 
representation of FJ3, _, . 
Let ]A,,u] be a representation of W. By definition [A, ,u] = (A,~)12 (the 
restricted representation of the representation (2,~) of W, into W). So 
I~~Pll/f= @,Pl)lH. 
We shall prepare the following lemma, which is a special case of 
Corollary 2.6 in [6]. 
LEMMA. Let (A, ,LI) be an irreducible representation of W,. Then 
w)lwz= x (a5iu>, x ((l),#> + z GLP), x ($4 (1)). 
a aA 4ak4 
Comparing this lemma with the theorem, it now suffices to show the 
following claim. 
Claim. Let (v, z) be an irreducible representation of B,- , . Then 
(1) (v,rh x (u>>~)lH"*=(h7h~ 
(2) (v, T)l x ($9 (1)) I? = (6 VA. 
ProoJ We denote the character value of a representation p at an element 
g by X{p}(g). Then we have the following from the definition (see 1.2). 
xi(v3 r)l X (43 (l))J(si) =xI(v, 5)hJ(si) 
= xI try v>h JCsi) 
for all i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 2. 
(2.1.1) 
x{(v, ~1, x (4, (l))l(ab) =XI(v> t>,Ksn-,ts,-2) xXi(h (l>>P> 
= -X{(v, z>l)(t’) 
= -X{ (v, r>,, J(ab) 
= X{(r, v),,lW). (2.1.2) 
Equations (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) indicate (2). We can check (1) similarly. 
Q.E.D. 
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